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enclosure walls, proudly proclaiming their presence asif they had

nothing to fear from iconoclasts ,vandals and marauders.  The

terrace or the lofty platform provides an outer pradakshina or open

ambulatory on which the devotees can go round the temple.  The

shrines can be entered into only after ascending a number of stairs

which lead to the portico or Ardha mandapa .Usually most of the

temples except the

Chaturbhuja temple

and Lalgaun Madhav

temple have their en-

trance from the east.

these two have west

entrance
   

 
  


       
       

       




all these separate structure do not appear as an independent struc-

tures or buildings but are co-ordinated into a compact architec-

tural synthesis
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each with its Amalaka and final ,building up a great mountain of

masonry.  The verticalism is emphasized through out from the

high base through the successive walls and roofs to the ultimate

range of lesser peaks and constitute the main spire  
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counter pointed melodies of architecture and sculpture were held

in a fine tune complex balance .The sculptors fine skill and a

sense of imagination have given form to human emotion in the
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supine, side and reverse positions.  They engage oral sex extrav-

aginal or autocratic sex.  The lady mounts the man like mounting

a tree.  She bends and stands on all fours 0n the ground like a cow,

while theman performs from behind.  She engulfs aman in coital

embrace like a creeper embraces a tree.  the main performer stand

on his or her head supporting other.  The make up picks up and

supports the girl on his this by flexing his necks while the lady

wraps her arms around his neck.

A man  has sex with a mare.  A

nude male and female showing

genetial organs or touching one

another form of erotic sculpture.

Sexula congress in group or plu-

ral intercourse wherein four per-

sons participate with one women

or three women with one man is

another type of erotic sculpture in

khajuraho temples 
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